INDIANA NINE TO MEET IRISH TODAY

CRIMSON SQUAD Completes THREE GAME TRIP

Marling thr. third and last games of their northern trip, the Indiana baseball players will arrive on Car-

mfield and take part in the game between Notre Dame varsity nine in a first name of a home and series at

this time.

The Keoghtans—although having

Senior Ball Plans Nearing Completion

The second order for favor for the ball has been sent but there still remains another for an addi-
tional number of tickets. As soon as the first pay-
ment has been made the tickets will be sent to the ball guar-

The administration has secured

K. c. of f to hold

INITIATION MAY 18

FIFTY APPLICATIONS APPRO-

ED, INSURANCE CANDI-

DATES MUST REPORT

All applications of candidates who desire to be admitted into the social fraternity are due at this time, hence the

Missions.

L. J. Murphy Heads Disabled Soldiers

Woodward will pitch.

L. J. Murphy, a member of the army's first world war

University of Notre Dame, Indiana, May 6, 1924

PRICE 4 CENTS
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The Daily's Stand for Notre Dame

A union building to be built as soon as possible.

A well-organized student body, residing on the campus.

True recognition of good scholarship and a better appreciation for the efforts of men in campus activities.

Concerning the Laundrey Case

Because public interest has been so constantly centered upon the students' bonus, tax reduction and political developments recently, the public has been urged to remain friendly toward the Notre Dame campus, in favor of better pay for postal clerks, has not won the attention which should be given to the needs of the student body and the need for pay for the postoffice employees.—so long as the increase is paid by someone else; but such indifferent support is not very likely to be of much value.

Whatever opposition there may be to the movement, then, may be said to be contained in the difference of opinion as to the best method of raising and distributing the income received by the union.

The proposition that has been made to the newspapers is that higher postage rates should result in allayed the pressure to some extent.

The union wants to see a proposition as practically a unconditional deal of postage if they can aid in maintaining a happier and more efficient postal personnel. If increased postal rates can bring about a more justifiable increase in postal rates, the union is prepared to support such a cause not only to the customer to each student who sends or receives a parcel.

The sending or receiving of one's mail is a matter of convenience, and if that can be maintained, it is easier to surmount the obstacles to the movement.

In order to enlist the wholehearted support of the people, therefore, if the friends of the different post offices will have to evolve some plan of providing for the additional revenue. Perhaps the solution lies in the possibility of increasing postal rates. Thus the contents would be kept in the control of the customer to each student who sends or receives a parcel. The sending or receiving of one's mail is a matter of convenience, and if that can be maintained, it is easier to surmount the obstacles to the movement.
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Irish Tennis Team Returns from Trip

The Notre Dame tennis team ending its first intercollegiate competition of the year returned Sunday night from a three-game trip through central Indiana where Butler, Indiana and Wabash were met on successive days.

The squad under the leadership of, Captain Herman Centlivre, experienced a varied trip inasmuch as the results of the tennis matches were concerning. Butler and Indiana triumphed over the Fighting Irish performers only after putting up a hard fight. Walsh, however, lost to Notre Dame when Donovan and Velasco scored wins in the singles.

The squad reached the Butler courts last Thursday morning and lost to the Capital city team, 4 to 1. The doublets featured the Butler engagement with Laos and Gume of Notre Dame defending their colors against Loglovsky and Richards of Butler. The dismantlers capped the match, 7-5, 4-6, 6-3. In the second doubles, the victory again went to Butler, 8-6, 6-4, Donovan and Centlivre playing for the Irish and Schroeder and Knezeck for Butler. Loglovsky used a deep stroke on the west court to good advantage and had little difficulty in defeating Donovan who was making his first appearance of the year since our squad visited Cincinnati. Knezeck won over Velasco, 9-7, 6-3, while Centlivre took advantage of Richard's wildness and capped one of the singles for the Irish, 6-3, 6-4.

The Blue and Gold net team journeyed to Bloomington the following day and lost the match to Indiana, 5 to 2. Donovan's consistent and at times flashy game was (Continued on page 4)

TOURNEY SUCCESS ASSURED WITH LARGE ENTRY LIST

The annual Notre Dame tournament will be held up for one more day in order to allow all the entries to be received and filed. Although no specific figures were given out by the association the fact of entries into the University tourney has exceeded all expectations of the club officials.

The entries for the tournament will close today and play will begin tomorrow on the South Bend Municipal links. Large numbers of the entrants in the tournament have spent the past several weeks of golfing weather out on the links preparing for the contest. The numerous valuable prizes which have been donated by local merchants for the winners in the various classes and which are on display in the windows of the Krause Jewelry store in the Palace Theater building, have attracted a large number of aspirant golfers.

Among the several prominent university golfers who will compete in the tournament and who were instrumental in the success of the affair were Jack Adams, Joe Foglio, Jim Corbett, Joe McCauley, and John Mohr. The officers of the golf association did not only restrict their efforts to the unknown caller who will hang up good scores. The officials turned their attention to the club wish to acknowledge the receipt of prizes from outside sources. Notre Dame athletic association, Krause Jewelry store, Meyer Hardware and Furniture store, Berman's Sport store, Stover's Sport store, and Kruse's Sport store, and the Palace Theater.

Dr. John A. Stobacki, Dentistry and Extracting. 511 J. M. S. Bldg.

Patronite DAILY advertisers.

Walsh Retains Lead in Interhall League

Walsh, Badin, and Brownwood pushed ahead in the Interhall league as a result of their victories Sunday. In the only other content staged, Off-campus won over Shenandoah, 14 to 6.

The Walsh-Sophomore contest was one of the best exhibitions of baseball that has been seen between Interhall teams this season, the Walsh crew winning a seven inning game, 10 to 0. After getting a two run lead in the first inning, Walsh allowed the Soph batters to pound across four runs in four innings, and tie the score. Walsh scored twice in the fifth, and the score stood six all. Walsh battered hit for a pair of runs in the sixth and added two more the last frame, giving them a four run lead, which was too much for the Sophs to overcome.

Walsh Sophomores 12 - 9

Badin won a decisive contest from Carman on the Bevermann skin diamond Sunday morning, 9 to 5. Badin scored in every inning with the exception of the third, in this plus five errors by the Exiles accounting for the runs. McCormack on the mound for Badin held the Exiles, except to four hits in seven innings.

Come to Marquette-on-Lake Michigan

For your summer session. In your summer credits where excessive temperatures are rare. Where you can lay off a half-day of brain work with a cool plunge in sparkling waters.

Thousands of students, these rosy days, are combining their summer study with a change of scene—getting a glorious vacation to boot. Marquette’s summer courses are practically all in the morning. Study at night or in the afternoon. Play in the evenings or at night. Splendid swimming, boating, yachting, on Lake Michigan. Beaux trios to hear by lake cities. Swimming and canoeing on lovely Upper Michigan River. Golf, sailing, canoeing, or motor boat every day if you wish. The trip to Marquette each morning a work.

Caucions are offered in the students’ course, and leading to graduate and under graduate study. Students in the Department of Education—Special courses in music-teaching methods and public-school music. Instruction in athletic coaching by the Marquette Coaching Staff.

The Student Branch of the American Legion gives free 25 and works at the Legion store, 107 S. Main, some hours each week. Boys and girls working for cash prizes in the Legion store.

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Milwaukee.

DANCE

in the

ORIOLE

Orchestra

Palais Royale

Tuesday, May 13

under auspices of

Lang Bros

 Authorized Brunswick-Dealers 409 South Michigan, Street

Tickets $2.50 Couple

Tickets may be purchased at store

OF SPORTS

Paul G. Funk

FOR DELEGATE TO REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION

Republican Primaries

May 6, 1924

Vote For

Frank J.

SCHUMACHER

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

FOR

County Treasurer

Qualified by eighteen year’s experience in banking.

PRIMARIES MAY 6

24C

OLIVER SUNDAY & MONDAY MAY 11 AND 12

SOUTH BEND

AMERICA’S FOREMOST FAVORITE

RAYMOND

IN THE ALL-SURPASSING COMEDY TRUMPH

“Old Soak”

BY DON MARQUIS, FAMOUS NEW YORK HUMORIST

PRICES—50¢ to $2.00 MAIL ORDERS NOW

SEAT SALE FRIDAY MAY 9TH.

SOUTH BEND LEADING THEATRE

THE PALACE ORPHEUM

NOW SHOWING

Thrilling Romance of the Texas Oil Fields.

REX BEACH

“LOWING GOLD”

THRILLS, ROMANCE, ADVENTURE.

Coming, Sunday, May 11

THE WORLD'S GREATEST!

“AFTER SIX DAYS”

THE OLD GANG IN MOTION PICTURES!
GLEE CLUB TO SING IN SOUTH BEND FRIDAY NIGHT

(Continued from Page 8.)
the feature of the match with the Crimson netmen.

Donovan defeated Mohler in a sensational battle in the opening singles, 6-4, 6-4. Donovan and Centlivre in the doubles captured an elegant victory by polished doubles. To the surprise of many, Mohler defeated Nats in the single 6-2, 6-2, by virtue of steady placements deep in the court. Logan won over Velez, 6-2, 6-2, over Logan and Mohler defeated Nats and Centlivre in a double match, 6-4, 9-7. The Taylor and Gonzalez singles proved to be an other top notch match which the Crimson star-coup, 6-2, 6-4. Captains Castilvile lost to Stedemticher, 6-4, 6-2.

The engagement at Wabash the following afternoon gave Notre Dame its first victory on the trip to Q. Donovan defeated Africa in the singles, 6-4, 6-4, 6-2. Velez won over Haladay in singles, 6-3, 5-6, 6-5.

The Notre Dame tennis team will leave for Ann Arbor Tuesday evening to meet the University of Michigan team Wednesday. The following day the Irish netmen are scheduled to appear in Detroit against the Detroit college.

The following matches in the University tennis tourney are to be played off before Wednesday night or be defaulted. The players should see Eugene O'Brien at Center ball for the hour for their match. Benix vs. Van Wallers; Wood vs. Ross; Calebrese vs. A. Kennedy; Parke vs. J. Kennedy; S. Miller vs. Moran; Harrington vs. T. Kennedy.

WA~H RETAINS LEAD IN INTERHALL LEAGUE

(Continued from Page 8.)
to the lead in the first frame when it hit Nykke for four runs, but during the remainder of the game he was found, for only two runs. Day was hitting the mortar hard with regularity. Nykke leading the attack with two triples and a double. Shannon and Sammon were the leading hitters for Sorn.

Day won a 200 to 13 series.

Batteries: Nykke and Contoy; Shannon, Huntstiger, Miliarek and Dabey.

Brownson registered a 7 to 4 victory over the Freshman team on the Brownson diamond Sunday afternoon. Ryan of Brownson pitched his usual stellar game, allowing the Freshmen few hits and five hits. Loose playing on the part of the Freshmen accounted for a majority of Brownson scores.

Grady and Ryan were the batters for Brownson with Eirck and Spiller working for the Freshmen.

BASEBALL

National League
Philadelphia, 8; New York, 7; Brooklyn, 11; Boston, 4; Cincinnati, 5; Chicago, 2.

American League
New York, 7; Boston, 5; Philadelphia, 6; Detroit, 8; Chicago, 6; Cincinnati, 2; St. Louis, 1; Boston, 3; Washington, 3.

THE IDEAL LAUNDRY

The Students' Laundry for Eight Years

Post Office Box 130
Dr. J. B. BERTLING
Central Station
Telephone South Bend, Ind.

The members of this year's Glees, as they are included in the above picture, are (from left to right):

Fourth row (back): Frank Aley, Robert Rtips, Robert Dixon, Raymond Brady, George Malloy, Harlan Herman, Albert Foss, and Martin Smith.


Front row: John Kervil, Francis Howland (vice-president), Joseph Gencunia (assistant conductor), Dr. J. Lewis Brown (director), Thomas H. Laugon (president), George Koch (business manager), Thomas O'Conner, and Vernon Richard.

IRISH TENNIS TEAM RETURNS FROM TRIP

The Irish men's tennis team returned from their trip with to the South Bend industrial school yesterday.

Donovan defeated Mohler in a sensational battle in the opening singles, 6-4, 6-4. Donovan and Centlivre in the doubles captured an elegant victory by polished doubles. To the surprise of many, Mohler defeated Nats in the single 6-2, 6-2, by virtue of steady placements deep in the court. Logan won over Velez, 6-2, 6-2, over Logan and Mohler defeated Nats and Centlivre in a double match, 6-4, 9-7. The Taylor and Gonzalez singles proved to be an other top notch match which the Crimson star-coup, 6-2, 6-4. Captains Castilvile lost to Stedemticher, 6-4, 6-2.

The engagement at Wabash the following afternoon gave Notre Dame its first victory on the trip to Q. Donovan defeated Africa in the singles, 6-4, 6-4, 6-2. Velez won over Haladay in singles, 6-3, 5-6, 6-5.

The Notre Dame tennis team will leave for Ann Arbor Tuesday evening to meet the University of Michigan team Wednesday. The following day the Irish netmen are scheduled to appear in Detroit against the Detroit college.

The following matches in the University tennis tourney are to be played off before Wednesday night or be defaulted. The players should see Eugene O'Brien at Center ball for the hour for their match. Benix vs. Van Wallers; Wood vs. Ross; Calebrese vs. A. Kennedy; Parke vs. J. Kennedy; S. Miller vs. Moran; Harrington vs. T. Kennedy.
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EYES EXAMINED

by

H. LEMON TERE

South Bend's Leading Optometrist and Manufacturing Optician

222 1/2 S. Michigan Street
Phone Indianapolis 6904

Office Phone Main 513
Residence Phone Main 850

Dr. J. E. McMeel
415 Farnam's Trade Bank, Office Hours 2 to 4; 7 to 8

JOHN H. ELLIS

Optometrist

Optometrist

615-513 J. M. S. Bldg.
Phone Main 419

WE CATER TO
NOTRE DAME MEN
Tasty Dishes with the Best of Service

Colfax
Restauraant
112 W. Colfax Ave.

WE ARE A YOUNG MEN'S STORE
Young men are style pickers. They rely on our judgment for quality, but they have a definite idea of style and they get it.

KUPPENHEIMER
GOOD CLOTHES
A large assortment of Spring suits. You've never seen such dashing styles, beautiful imported fabrics, novel patterns and colors.

$45 $50 $55
See our Special 2-Trouser Suits at $33.50, $37.50, $42.50.

Livingston's
"The House of Kuppenheimer Good Clothes"

117 SOUTH MICHIGAN STREET